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Introduction
Often radiotherapy centers perform QA of IMRT and VMAT plans
by delivering the plans to the EPID (Electronic Portal Imaging
Device) and comparing the measured dose to the calculated
dose by an independent dose calculation engine prior to
treatment. However, this procedure is both time consuming and
reduces the patient throughput because the whole treatment
must be delivered and measured using a clinical accelerator. In
addition, noise and drift of the EPID response require
considerable extra resources to investigate false dose deviations
and to perform repetitive EPID measurements. Accordingly,
there is a need for a more streamlined QA approach with the
same level of patient safety.
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Table 1: Number of delivered fields with a significant fluence
deviation over a 9 month period. For static treatments the average
effective length of the field is also indicated.
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Methods
The Treatment Delivery Tool is an in house-developed C#
application (see figure 1) that can analyze both Varian Clinac
and Varian TrueBeam treatment delivery log files. For each
treatment the expected/actual fluence is calculated using the
expected/actual MLC positions and the expected/actual MU for
each time step in the log file, and the fluence deviation between
the expected/actual fluence is quantified by the area fraction
with <2 % dose deviation (metric 1) and the gamma 2 %/2 mm
index (metric 2). In addition, the application calculates all key
technical parameters of the treatment delivery (e.g. max. MLC
deviation, max. MU deviation, max. MLC speed, and MLC
modulation of the plan).

Figure 2: Fluence deviation of IMRT treatment due to position errors
of MLC for a Varian Clinac. a) Color wash. b) Gamma evaluation.
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Each day the Treatment Delivery Tool automatically analyzes all
treatments from the previous day for 8 Varian Clinac and 4
Varian TrueBeam accelerators and sends an e-mail alert if
metric 1 is below 98 %.
Figure 3: Fluence deviation of IMRT treatment due to a MU error for
a Varian TrueBeam. a) Color wash. b) Gamma evaluation.

Figure 1: List of delivered treatment fields in the Treatment Delivery Tool.

Results
Table 1 shows an overview of the significant fluence deviations
detected over a period of 8 months, and figure 2 and 3 shows
examples of fluence deviations during dynamic treatment. The
fluence deviation in figure 2 is also measured with EPID-based
QA as shown in figure 4. A good agreement between the fluence
deviation measured by the EPID and the Treatment Delivery
Tool is observed, however, the log file-based detection is much
more accurate.
For static treatments a small MLC deviation of only 0.1 mm
produces a significant fluence deviation at the field edge. This is
the cause for the many small static fields in table 1 as the field
edge occupy a large fraction of the field area for a small field.
The many fluence deviations for small fields has revealed many
inappropriate positions of closed MLC pairs, too large MLC-tojaw margins, and very small treatment fields (<1 cm) that are
not correctly modeled in the dose planning system.

Figure 4: Comparison of the fluence deviation along the dotted red
line measured with the EPID and the Treatment Delivery Tool.

The Treatment Delivery Tool is the final step in a complete
patient-specific QA workflow. The other parts are an Eclipse
(Varian, USA) API checking the plan quality, an independent
dose calculation by MobiusCalc (Mobius, USA) in order to verify
the dose calculation by Eclipse, and a comprehensive
accelerator QA program in order to ensure a good agreement
between treatment delivery and log file data.

Conclusion
The Treatment Delivery Tool is an effective and accurate tool for
detecting dose delivery errors. The complete patient-specific QA
workflow including the Treatment Delivery Tool is very efficient
and provides the same level of patient safety as for EPID-based
patient-specific QA.

